
HISTORY OF [NO] MOVING      
“La Calderería”  C/ Jerónimo Monsoriu, 88, 90, 92  

“ The Old “Calderería” , the first perspective that gives you the southern exit of the subway station “Serrería” . It stands 

as a constant surveillance by the departure of train station building. Singular and striking, the ground floor of more than 7 

meters become an attractive space where they can merge all kinds of players in the neighborhood. Currently , There isn´t 

words of dialogue with the housing and even less with the street and passersby. The big “patio”, allows both facades be 

soaked light, althought the distributions of spaces into the housing is horrible for the light, which also influence the denial 

of cross ventilation ... “

History of [NO] moving part of the idea of   rehabilitating built on the joinning of different elements that make the project 
improved the existing solution. It is a moving of feelings , not physical, where the subject experience changes in layout, 
functionality and materiality projet.The interior street will be responsable for giving life to the whole project hosting 
communication systems and the whole set of elements existing ...

“ The new street is inside the projet.“

An internal street , where the tours are strung together one after another and the flow of people makes it what it is, a 
living and share space.

This will lead to people at different levels of the proposal, horizontally and vertically.

The sites proposed for “la calderería” , access from the urban space to homes, usually , the broker , any rooftop, 
inside the internal space ... all will be the subject of a symbiosis with the proposed route through this urban internal 
alternative.

We understand the street as the connector shaft all these social opportunities , which will provide the necessary vitality 
to fill the socail spaces generated.


